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Perry stone bible courses

$140.00 The New Testament is the last part of the Bible and represents the separation of God's people from the Old Testament Covenant and the Law because of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The entire New Testament is essentially characterized by Jesus: The Gospels provide narratives of Jesus'
life, death and resurrection, Pauline epistles and later books instruct the Christian Church in the path of the New Covenant, and some of the later books, such as Revelation, provide information and instructions on christ's second coming. The contemporary Christian Church relies heavily on the New Testament for
orientation, doctrine and exhortation. Add to basket $140.00 The Old Testament Survey Overview of the Old Testament in a fourteen-read segment. This course will cover the Pentateuch, the historical books, the prophetic account of history and the people of Israel's obedience and disobedience, poetic literature and
wisdom, the prophets greater and lesser, and how each of them contains wisdom that can be applied to everyday life. The Old Testament Survey details the above of God's fulfillment through Christ in a historical and tangible form. Add to basket $130.00 This is one of our most popular courses at ISOW. Perry Stone does
a masterful job presenting this material in a cunning way. This is a study of many world opinions and religious views on topics such as evil, Satan, and demons. This course tries to answer questions such as where the demons come from and what is their origin? You will be fascinated at the origins of many belief
systems. You will go through studies of Hebrew and Greek words about evil and a theological exposé on the role of the devil in the Old and Nine Testaments. Add to basket $120.00 This course covers the Rapture from a variety of angles and examines what a number of scriptures should say about escatology. Follow
Perry Stone as he delves deep into everything he and other scholars can learn about the Rapture, including the terroir conditions necessary for the Rapture to occur, the logistics of how and when it can occur, what the Prophets of the Old Testament and the Apostles of the New Testament had to say about it, the Book of
Remembrance and how it relates to the Rapture , and who will participate exactly in the event. Get ready to learn about this topic in more depth than you've ever had! Add to basket $150.00 1 Corinthians 12:1: Now regarding spiritual gifts, brothers, I don't want you to be ignorant. The first statement in this chapter should
be enough to entice us to learn about spiritual gifts. This is one of the most exhaustive teachings ever presented on this subject. Perry Stone captivated an audience in for several days while teaching this course. The reviews were surprising, as many heard this topic explained in more detail and simplicity than ever
before. You have to leave this course with a knowledge of the gifts of the Holy Spirit and how they operate in the church and the lives of believers. Add to basket $120.00 This course will give you insights into eternity. We will cover almost every scripture in the Bible about heaven and hell in this study. You will walk
through the dark and fierce chambers of hell as we explore the various religious views of hell. You will also walk the golden streets, visit with angels and worship around the throne of God as we see revealing ideas about what life in heaven will really be like. Heaven is a real kingdom, with a king and a capital, New
Jerusalem. The universe is the territory of the kingdom where saints and angels will coexist. Adding to basket $100.00 Study Exhibition of the Angels by Dr. Bryan Cutshall is as vivid and rich a study as it stands on this subject. In this course, Dr. Cutshall examines all mentions of angels in the Scriptures in an attempt to
dissect their nature and separate doctrinal truths from pop culture. The Angelic host of the Lord is an enigma for humanity, but this academic study can help explain the descriptions of angels, how and why they appear in visions and dreams, what interacting in person might be like, and how God uses them for a variety of
purposes in the Bible. Add to basket $100.00 Dr Michael Knight is an enthusiastic communicator, Christian apologist, and archaeological researcher. The word apologetic means an argument or defense in justifying something. Christian apologists use science, history or other evidence to support the validity of the Bible
and Christian beliefs. In this course, you will be presented with amazing images and a thorough investigation. You will visit archaeological sites, read from ancient scrolls and testimonial artifacts that were found in excavations of ancient biblical cities. The information in these submissions have been used to persuade
strong atheist to change his mind and put his faith in Jesus Christ. The undeniable evidence presented by Dr. Knight is profound, extremely interesting and deeply spiritual. Add to basket $100.00 This basic theology course taught by Dr. James DuPree offers an in-depth look at the terms and ideas that every Word
student should know about theology. Dr. DuPree discusses the study of theology itself and how it has evolved, the historical context of the church's various doctrines, the difference between some large schools of thought, and of course biblical evidence and support for all the positions discussed. For any aspiring Bible
scholar or especially ISOW students new to the ideas presented in a serious theological study, this is a great and worth course filled with dozens of references and external sources, terminology and that confirm or deny commonly held beliefs. Add to basket $110.00 How we came up with the collection of 66 Bible books
that now and consider the canon? Can we trust that these books legitimately belong among everyone else? What does it mean that scriptures are inspired? What were believers doing before they had a canon? What are some books that were almost canonized, and why weren't they? Issues like these and many more
will be explored in detail in this richly theological and historical course. Dr. Michael Knight is an expert Christian apologist, archaeological researcher and Student of the Word. Join ISOW and Dr. Knight on a journey through church history and nuanced doctrine to study and show themselves approved. Add to basket
$120.00 In this course, instructor Perry Stone examines the entire Scripture in order to understand the person of the Holy Spirit, attributes, function, ministry, and part in the Godhead. The Holy Spirit appears in various ways in the Bible, and the symbolism used to describe it includes wind, fire, pigeons, sounds,
languages, miraculous power, and more. This course delves deeply into all these representations and gives a theological account of what they all mean. Adding to Basket $230.00 Study Exhibition of Angels Dr Bryan Cutshall Study Angels Exhibition is as vivid and rich a study as it stands on this subject. In this course,
Dr. Cutshall examines all mentions of angels in the Scriptures in an attempt to dissect their nature and separate doctrinal truths from pop culture. The Angelic host of the Lord is an enigma for humanity, but this academic study can help explain the descriptions of angels, how and why they appear in visions and dreams,
what interacting in person might be like, and how God uses them for a variety of purposes in the Bible. Demonology and the Believer Authority This is one of our most popular courses at ISOW. Perry Stone does a masterful job presenting this material in a cunning way. This is a study of many world opinions and religious
views on topics such as evil, Satan, and demons. This course tries to answer questions such as where the demons come from and what is their origin? You will be fascinated at the origins of many belief systems. You will go through studies of Hebrew and Greek words about evil and a theological exposé on the role of
the devil in the Old and Nine Testaments. Adding to the basket of the International School of the Word offers a wide variety of teacher courses with diverse backgrounds and skills. This course gives students the opportunity to explore some of our favorite bible language division lessons and Hebraic roots. There are ten
lessons in this pack of varieties from seven different courses. For students who want to know more about the school, the teaching style of our courses, or the division of Bible and Hebraic roots specifically, this package is the perfect investment. Starting this course focuses on the seven festivals of Israel and its prophetic
interpretation of one of a Hebraic perspective. Perry Stone and Bill Cloud teach this course in front of a very large audience using life-size props to illustrate their points. You'll see real tables when they explain the Easter Festival and the Seder's food, real cabin replicas for the Tabernacles Festival, and more. This course
is not only taught, it is illustrated in an elaborate environment of colors, sounds and textures that bring each lesson to life. Starting this course is the perfect place to start for any serious Greek student. In this course, instructor Matthew Foley presents the basics of Greek koin, including its history, its uses today, its
alphabet, its transliterations into English, its different types of pronunciation, its score, and much more. Although mastery of any language has hard work and grueling study, this course presents the rudimentary skills needed to begin reading and pronouncing the New Testament in its original language. How to start This
course is a fascinating study of Hebrew customs and traditions from a messianic perspective. International professor and author Bill Cloud will take you to an in-depth study of topics such as prayer shawl (Tallit), the use of a shofar, the tree of life, the Torah, the priestly blessing, Hebrew wedding customs, and more. You
will learn to speak blessings about children, anoint your home, and better understand the Hebrac roots of judeo-Christian faith. This course is very attractive, relevant and exciting. How to start we recommend taking Hebrai roots: At first before doing this course. The international professor and author Bill Cloud will teach
you in this fascinating study of the book of Deuteronomy from a Hebraic messianic perspective. You will learn about Moses' farewell address to the children of Israel, the recap of the key things God instructed them to do, the reiteration of God's orders for them to live, and the last years of Moses. Mr. Cloud will give you
numerous studies of Hebrew words in these lessons that will expand your understanding of the text and bring the pages to life. How to start we recommend taking Hebrai roots: At first before doing this course. The international professor and author Bill Cloud will teach you in this fascinating study of the book of the
Exodus from a Hebraic messianic perspective. Some key topics to be discussed are Israel's slavery in Egypt, the birth and life of Moses, The Lord's Easter, and God's redemption plan for Israel and humanity. You will see types and shadows of the Messiah through this study and go through many hebrew word studies.
How to start we recommend taking Hebrai roots: At first before doing this course. Genesis is a divine book. It's much more than a starter book. This book contains the plan for the whole bible that will occur during man's time in Earth. Genesis is a book of firsts: the first man, the first woman, the first marriage, the first part,
the first part, the first animals, the first day and night, the first blessing, the first curse, the first murder, the first nations, the first language, and much more. It is important to study this prophetic book of the original Hebrew language so that you can understand the great understanding of this divine, prophetic book. How to
start biblical precepts in the creation account This course explores the creation account through the goal of Hebraic language and philosophy. Thanks to his many years of study and his experience in Hebrew and Hebraic culture, Professor Bill Cloud is able to convey the complex symbolism, images and language used
in the Scriptures in more depth than the typical biblical commentary. Mr. Cloud goes beyond exgesis on a superficial level to give context and meaning to one of the most founding stories of the Vision of the Christian World. How to start we recommend taking Hebrai roots: At first before doing this course. International
professor and author Bill Cloud will teach you in this fascinating study of Leviticus's book from a Hebraic messianic perspective. You will know the purpose of the sanctuary, the role of sacrifices, the types of offerings, the purpose of the urim and thummin, and much more. Mr. Cloud will also take you through various
studies of Hebrew words in this book, which illuminate your understanding of the text. How to start we recommend taking Hebrai roots: At first before doing this course. International professor and author Bill Cloud will teach you in this fascinating study of the book numbers from a Hebraic messianic perspective. You will
learn about the census of tribes, the prophetic positions of tribes in the camp, the votes of the Nazarites, the gates of New Jerusalem, and much more. One of the most interesting parts of this study are the many types and shadows of the Messiah found throughout the Book of Numbers. Getting started The Hebrew
Language is one of the oldest surviving languages known today, and is the official language of Israel - which explicitly connects its modern importance with its ancient biblical origins. Since the Israelites are God's chosen people, it could be said that Hebrew is god's chosen language. It was the language in which most of
the Bible was originally written, and Bible scholars study Hebrew specifically to illuminate original linguistic meanings, contexts, and gain a deeper writing understanding. By studying Hebrew, a reader of the Bible can absorb the Scriptures as the best biblical scholars and break any modern translational discrepancy for
himself. How to start the Old it was originally written in Hebrew. It is one of the oldest surviving languages and the official language of Israel. Understanding Hebrew Hebrew and idioms illuminates the original intention of the Scriptures and helps us connect with the ancient origins of our faith. Our Hebrew teacher, Bill
Cloud, will help you achieve competition in the pronunciation of the Hebrew text, acquire a working knowledge of Biblical Hebrew grammar, and develop skills in the use of a Hebrew lexicon. How to start international professor and author Bill Cloud delves into the themes of heaven, the Kingdom of Heaven, the church,
and what all these terms mean in a Hebraic context as well as a Christian in the Scriptures. Some of these terms are sometimes lost or misunderstood in translation. In this course, Bill Cloud tries to give new clarity to the concept of the Kingdom of Heaven regarding the Messiah, Christians, Jews and prophecy in general.
How to start This course explores Jewish history, culture and writings to account for the Hebraic vision of the Messiah and how Christians can reconcile with their belief in Christ. It is important to remember that jews have a different perspective on Jesus if Christians are to reach out to Jews and unite with the nation of
Israel as God intends. Thanks to his many years of study and his experience in Hebrew and Hebraic culture, Professor Bill Cloud is able to convey the complex symbolism, images and language used in scripture and Jewish writings. How to start This course delves deeply into prayer as it appears in the Scriptures and
traditions of Hebraic culture. Prayer has taken many forms throughout the course of Judeo-Christian history, beginning with the traditions of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Sacrifice and prayer were the ways in which a lost humanity reconnected with God in the Old Testament, and the same principles still apply. From his
life of experience in prayer and in the study of Hebraic culture, Perry Stone gives a complete look at biblical prayer and the practices believers can still use today. How to start the International School of the Word offers a wide variety of teacher courses with diverse backgrounds and skills. This course gives students the
opportunity to explore some of our favorite lessons from the division of biblical prophecy. There are ten lessons in this pack of varieties from five different courses. For students who want to know more about the school, the teaching style of our courses, or the biblical prophecy division specifically, this package is the
perfect investment. How to start the book of the apocalypse is a vision that the Apostle John received on Patmos Island in about 95 A.A.D. This apocalyptic book is one of the most important messages about the future, but one of the least read books in the Bible and often the least understood. In this course, Perry will
take you through the Book of Revelation with images, graphics, accessories, graphics and fundamental explanations. Perry Stone is one of the leading authorities in the Bible Bible in the world and his research life gives him a vision and explanation of this sacred scatological book. Not only does it help you understand
revelation, it also offers theological solidity and practical perceptions. Starting Much of the Bible remains a mystery to those who read it, because the Bible does not read like a novel, a narrative, or even a history book. It is a living book full of prophecies, coded information about the origin of the Earth and of man, and is
full of scientific facts that precede the discovery of these facts. For example, the Bible says that the Earth is round (Isaiah 40:22), and yet for thousands of years it was believed to be flat. This course walks you through two incredible teachings of Perry Stone. It will teach you about the Genesis Code and the Noah Code -
each a treasure trove of cryptic information in the Old Testament. Each of the lessons will leave you intrigued as knowledge reveals imself and begins to connect the interdependent points of biblical facts. How to start this course is taught by pastor and internationally renowned author Jonathan Cahn. The material in this
teaching delves into the prophetic revelations that inspired his best-selling New York Times book, The Harbinger. In these exclusive recordings recorded at Omega Center International in front of a live audience, Rabbi Cahn talks about the basics of his famous Harbinger series, as well as unique concepts and stories
exclusive to this recording. Meet the Harbingers of the Scriptures, how they correlate with impressive precision in today's United States, and what these parallels mean for the future U.S. judgment. How to start Videos on this course discuss how specific Bible prophecies that were written thousands of years ago regarding
Israel and its surrounding countries are becoming reality. Prophets such as Zechariah, Isaiah and Jeremiah engraved the words God told them to write in their respective books, and now these divine revelations are unfolding today. Perry Stone examines these prophecies and gives written proof that God is true to his
Word. In this course you will also see how Israel is God's prophetic clock to help us understand where we are in the prophecy of the Bible. The unique facts revealed in this course are an accumulation of decades of study, rabbinical studies, and years of traveling to Israel for research. Get Started This course is taught by
New York Times best-selling author and filmmaker Joel Richardson, known internationally for his research on biblical prophecy and the Middle East. In this course, he delves into various aspects of prophecy, as they correlate with contemporary news in the Middle East, especially Saudi Arabia. In these exclusives
recorded at Omega Center International in front of a live audience, Joel Richardson talks about topics like Mystery Babylon, the likely real real location Mount Sinai, the future procession of Christ, and the common misconception of Middle Eastern history. Learning about how modern politics, archaeological discoveries
and geography are shaping what we understand about the prophecy of the Bible. How to start This course delves into Daniel's incredibly complex and nuanced prophecies, specifically highlighting the parallels between prophecy in Daniel and Revelation. Some prophecies in Daniel have already come to pass, lending
complete legitimacy and a framework within which future prophecies can be understood. Daniel's visions detail a wide variety of prophetic material, and in this course Perry Stone shows his years of study and vision on the subject. Ultimately, the material of this fascinating course culminates in the first and second
comings of the Messiah and how prophetic language speaks of these momental occasions. How to Start This written course discusses the importance of specific natural disasters and their connection to biblical predictions and prophecies regarding the last few days. Using Scripture, Perry Stone explains how certain
passages in the Bible point to common natural phenomena in this day and time. Readers will have a deeper understanding of the implications that today's natural disasters have on what we know about the end of the world. As we begin in the second course of this written series, biblical prophecies about terrorism and
extremism are brought to the surface in light of the American war effort against terror. More specifically, Islamic terrorism further solidifies the story between Isaac and Ishmael and their descendants. Biblical evidence is provided in order to explain why these events are happening, as well as how these events correlate
with the apex of revelation. As we begin in the third written course of this series, Perry Stone discusses whether America is flagrantly prophesied about the Bible. Can anything be predicted about america's fate based on what the Scriptures say? If the answer to this question is yes, what is America's role in the End
Times, and how do these facts affect us today? These questions are addressed in this course, and the light sheds on the possible future of America as jesus' Second Coming approaches. How to start this fourth course written in the series of unusual prophecies looks at a number of controversial prophecies in the Bible.
For example, Catholic prophetic beliefs are analyzed by their biblical precision, as well as reported sightings of appearances by Mother Mary. In addition, this course also analyzes specific prophecies and inferences regarding the Antichrist and the False Prophet that will emerge in recent days. In his introduction, Perry
Stone calls this one of his personal works of the series, and admits that it is one of his most contentious works. How to start course five of this written series speculation surrounding whether Jerusalem is in the same place as the original Garden of Eden, and how this potential fact will be significant in recent days. Perry
Stone explains the scripture background that reinforces this theory and links the history of Jerusalem with its prophetic potential future. How to Start This written course speaks specifically about how contemporary modern Israel shows signs of Jesus' second coming based on events that have transpired to fulfill biblical
prophecies about God's people. For example, it was prophesied in the Bible that the reunification of Israel (culminating in 1948 when Israel was given its independence) would be a sign of Jesus' return. This and several other prophetic statements are considered and intertwined with what is expected to happen at the end
of time on Earth. How to start This seventh course written in the series of unusual prophecies examines the importance of certain unusual cosmic and astronomical events that may be connected to ancient biblical prophecies and explained using modern technology. Perry Stone unites certain verses and passages from
the Scriptures with seemingly normal cosmic events such as eclipses and blood moons. This course promises to be a unique prophetic conceptualization. As we begin by continuing the theme of the series of unique prophetic concepts about the end times of the world, course written eight investigates topics such as the
mark of the beast, the Antichrist, and the numerology that surrounds them. It is hard to understand some of what the Bible says about these disturbing prophecies, so this book allows the reader an idea of what can be expected in recent days. How to start the International School of the Word offers a wide variety of
teacher courses with diverse backgrounds and skills. This course gives students the opportunity to explore some of our favorite lessons from bible division books. There are ten lessons in this pack of varieties from seven different courses. For students who want to know more about the school, the teaching style of our
courses, or the bible division books specifically, this package is the perfect investment. Get Started Deuteronomy serves as Moses' farewell address to his fellow Israelites. It is specifically aimed at the new generation of Israelites who will inherit the Promised Land, which he and his contemporaries have been anticipating



for forty years in the wilderness. Similar to Leviticus, Deuteronomy contains instructions for the Israelites to follow before and during their entry into the Promised Land. This book differs from Nerític, as it is oriented towards the common rather than priests and clerics. Deuteronomy shows that God loves and instructs the
everyday individual as much as those who fully dedicate their and work on Him. The exodus from the beginning is the story of as God reveals himself by releasing Israel's enslaved children - a book of freedom, struggle, and God's sustained power. Starting from the Red Sea, fleeing the Egyptian army, and surviving in the
desert, Moses is able to lead the Israelites from the persecution of pharaohe on his journey to the Promised Land. Exodus illuminates God's fidelity and how he delivers on his promises. How to start The authorship of this book is commonly credited to biblical patriarch Moses. However, some scholars believe that its
contents were assigned on a stone by God himself, and then given to Moses. Genesis portrays the history of creation - how God miraculously crafted the whole world as we know it in just seven days, and how the nation of Israel was born after generations of monumental individuals such as Adam and Eve, Noah, Isaac,
Jacob and Moses. The word Genesis comes from Greek and translates as origin, source or principle. Thus, this book narrates the beginning of the Bible, Creation, Sin and Humanity. How to get started on this course, Dr Bryan Cutshall examines Joel's book at its deepest levels, with expert teaching on the book's history,
context and intent. Joel's book opens with a lobster invasion that prophesies the destruction of Jerusalem, but amid the devastation, God calls for resurgence. Joel's book ends with the revival and restoration of Jerusalem. Joel is ultimately a book of hope. Join Dr. Cutshall as he explains Joel's prophecies, detailing how
some of them have come to pass and what this means about other prophecies. Read Joel as if you've never done it before. Leviticus is believed to have been written by Moses. God's promises to Moses in the books of Genesis and Exodus brought the nation of Israel to fruition. The Israelites had gone through many
cycles of trusting In God, and then breaking their trust and walking away their will. The Book of Islamic is God's instruction manual for the people of Israel, as well as for today's Christian, and was meant to guide them in how they should show obedience to him through sacrifice and tangible acts of worship. Exodus
established Israel as a holy nation, and Istic showed them how to retain this sacred mantle. How to get started on this course, Dr Bryan Cutshall examines Malachi's book at its deepest levels, with expert teaching on the book's history, context and intent. It can be said that Malachi is God's love letter to the levitical priests
and the people of Israel. Malachi is an enigmatic figure in the Old Testament, a prophet whose name means Messenger of YHWH, and the message of this book is equally unique. Through malachi's book, God asks Israel questions about its behavior and nature, and then responds to Questions. In this course, Dr.
Cutshall dissects the and the unique writing of this Old Testament prophet and presents the themes in ways that are relevant to today's church. Read malachi like you never did before. Get Started Numbers continues the journey of trusting God as he takes his children to the land of milk and honey. Moses and Aaron
take a census, entrust the Levites with the Tabernacle, and follow God as he guides his people through a cloud; However, the Israelites begin to complain and doubt God's goodness. God reminds the Israelites of their sovereignty, and forty years later the Israelites enter the Promised Land. Numbers is a book about the
people of Israel as they learn to trust and follow God and his orders. How to start this course is part of a series written by the late Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital format to be used on the ISOW learning platform. We are blessed enough to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher and powerful man of God
as he gives detailed exposure teaching in each and every book of the Bible. Glean from Dr. Lowery's many years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about the Bible. In the General
Epistles course, Dr. Lowery goes into detail about James, 1 and 2 Peter, 1, 2 and 3 John, Hebrews and Judas. These great biblical works are aimed at different individuals and groups and talk about different topics, but the topics underlying all their messages remain the same. See once again Dr Lowery's unique voice
shining through this excellent series and studying the Bible as you can under no other teacher. How to start this course is part of a series written by the late Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital format to be used on the ISOW learning platform. We are blessed enough to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher
and powerful man of God as he gives detailed exposure teaching in each and every book of the Bible. Glean from Dr. Lowery's many years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about
the Bible. In this course, Dr. Lowery goes into detail about Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel and Lamentations. These prophets spoke to different audiences and shared different messages, but spoke on behalf of God himself and worked towards the same purpose. See once again Dr Lowery's unique voice shining
through this excellent series and studying the Bible as you can under no other teacher. How to start this course is part of a series written by the Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital format to be used in the ISOW learning platform. We are blessed enough to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher and powerful
man of God as he gives detailed teaching each and every one of the Bible books. Glean from Dr. Lowery's many years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about the Bible. In the
course of New Testament Narratives, Dr. Lowery goes into detail about the four Gospels, Acts and Revelation. Join us as we learn about how the writing styles of these books differ, how authors are reflected in their texts, and how timeless messages from these books remain applicable today. How to start this course is
part of a series written by the late Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital format to be used on the ISOW learning platform. We are blessed enough to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher and powerful man of God as he gives detailed exposure teaching in each and every book of the Bible. Glean from Dr.
Lowery's many years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about the Bible. In this course, Dr. Lowery details the group of Old Testament books that focus primarily on historical
narratives. The Old Testament Narratives course covers Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel, Kings, Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah and Esther. See once again Dr Lowery's unique voice shining through this excellent series and studying the Bible as you can under no other teacher. How to start this course is part of a series
written by the late Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital format to be used on the ISOW learning platform. We are blessed enough to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher and powerful man of God as he gives detailed exposure teaching in each and every book of the Bible. Glean from Dr. Lowery's many
years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about the Bible. In the course of Pauline Epistles, Dr. Lowery goes into detail about Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Gallians, Ephesians,
Philippians, Colossians, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus and Philemon. These great epistles of the Apostle Paul are aimed at different individuals and groups and talk about different topics, but the issues underlying all their messages remain the same. See once again Dr Lowery's unique voice shining
through this excellent series and studying the Bible as you can under no other teacher. How to start this course part of a series written by the late Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital format to be used on the ISOW learning platform. We have enough blessing to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher and
powerful man of God as he gives detailed exposure teaching about and every book in the Bible. Glean from Dr. Lowery's many years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about the
Bible. In this course, Dr Lowery details the messages and context of all minor prophets. These prophets spoke to different audiences and shared different messages, but spoke on behalf of God himself and worked towards the same purpose. See once again Dr Lowery's unique voice shining through this excellent series
and studying the Bible as you can under no other teacher. How to start this course is part of a series written by the late Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital format to be used on the ISOW learning platform. We are blessed enough to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher and powerful man of God as he
gives detailed exposure teaching in each and every book of the Bible. Glean from Dr. Lowery's many years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about the Bible. In this course, Dr.
Lowery delves into the Torah and its endless relevance, even in today's world. See once again Dr Lowery's unique voice shining through this excellent series and studying the Bible as you can under no other teacher. How to start this course is part of a series written by the late Dr. T.L. Lowery, converted into digital
format to be used on the ISOW learning platform. We are blessed enough to share the wisdom of this great preacher, teacher and powerful man of God as he gives detailed exposure teaching in each and every book of the Bible. Glean from Dr. Lowery's many years of experience and enjoys his numerous anecdotal
illustrations. This series is perfect for small group discussion and less planning or for those who simply want to know more about the Bible. In this course, Dr. Lowery goes into detail about Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiasts and Solomon Song. These books talk about various topics, but the wisdom present in all of them
remains applicable today. See once again Dr Lowery's unique voice shining through this excellent series and studying the Bible as you can under no other teacher. How to start This course is designed to teach the basics of English grammar. Join the ISOW editor himself to review the terms you've heard before and to
learn many that you haven't. If you simply need an update to grammar rules or have always struggled with writing Correct, this course is full of useful information that will help you see the English language in a completely new way, as a tool to help you convey thoughts rather than an arbitrary set of restrictions. The topics
covered in this course include the eight parts of speech, the score score sentence structure, diagram sentences, common grammar errors, and more. How to start This course, taught by ministry professionals with years of experience in healthy and successful churches, is designed to give church leaders and church
members the tools to maximize the potential of their church. Led by Dr Bryan Cutshall and experts in support fields, this course covers a variety of topics including church security, growth barriers, small groups, and the marriage ministry. Instructors not only give an idea of their achievements and failures throughout long
careers, but also specific and practical instructions on what practices help churches succeed biblically, financially and spiritually. As you start in the church of the 21st century, the terms revivalist or evangelist can mean a number of things to different people. Many confuse evangelism with outreach, but they are not the
same. The evangelist has a specific role established in Scripture, a role that the Western church does not usually adhere to. The evangelist is a ministry office that has implications for the church's leadership structure and theological foundations, as well as revival and outreach. Join instructor Rick Lairsey as he aims to
establish a strategy that effectively changes the trajectory of the revivalist's comprehensive work as a gift to the church. As you start on this course, you will learn about the character and the call of a child shepherd. You will also learn how to structure and implement a practical and detailed plan to reach and teach
children from an early age to adolescence. Pastor Chris Quinn will walk you through his team's structuring methods, planning his worship services, managing volunteers, caring for young children, giving parents confidence, and building a system that will last. This is a much needed way of how you course for anyone who
is serious about leading a children's ministry. As you start on this course, you will learn about what it takes to be a successful youth pastor. You will also learn to structure and implement a practical and detailed plan to reach youth. Pastor Jeff Eastham will walk him through recruitment methods from his leaders,
scheduling events, structuring his team, planning his worship services and discipline young people. You will also receive a wealth of information on resources to help you minister to youth. This is a much needed course as for anyone who is serious about the minister to youth. Start many believers, both ministry
professionals and Church Christians, feel called to share the wisdom that God has given them through written means. Articles and magazines have proven to be effective ways to reach people for the Gospel and teach other believers about the Scriptures. In this course, Perry Stone shares his personal experiences in the
publishing world and offers practical advice on how to and how to publish these works more effectively. Perry Stone is a prolific and successful writer, and wants to share what has worked for him and what he doesn't have in a practical and accessible way. Start on this course, you will learn about God's design for healthy
marriage and family relationships. Relationships thrive when given biblical boundaries following the model that God created. God laid out plans for everything from expectations to intimacy to finance. Dr Bryan Cutshall gives his vision of relationships acquired from years of study, professional advice and pastoring, and
above all, personal experience. The material in this course is as old as God's design for mankind, but much of it is missing from modern society. Join us for practical, well articulated and scriptural advice for couples, parents and even friends. Starting this course is designed to help students develop as ministers and as
leaders in the body of Christ. Some of the subjects that we will cover are: The foundations of the beginning in the ministry, the resupply of vision, and the bridge of the gap between the old and new generations. Perry Stone and Dr Bryan Cutshall give practical wisdom gained through years of experience in this
practitioner's Isow course. How to begin godly leadership exemplifies the character and humility of Christ. Leadership skills are something that must be sown in your life continuously in order to reap a great community, great communion and great teams. This course is a continuation of Mentoring and Leadership 101,
where students learn to develop as ministers and leaders in the body of Christ. Some of the topics covered in this course include: The art and gift of public speaking, preventing burnout in the Ministry, and ten highly effective church habits. Perry Stone and Dr Bryan Cutshall give practical wisdom gained through years of
experience in this ISOW course. How to get started on this course, you will learn from pastor and author, Tony Scott. This user-friendly course focuses on personal growth and spiritual assessment aimed at being a better subject in the Kingdom of God. Using Scripture as a basis, this course points to things that hinder,
encourage and/or transform an individual's potential for spiritual progress. In addition to providing the general concepts and thoughts needed to advance a relationship with God, it also gives tangible ways to change old thought patterns, negative lifestyle habits, and doubts. How to start the International School of the
Word offers a wide variety of teacher courses with diverse backgrounds and skills. This course provides students with the opportunity to explore some of our favorite lessons from the division of Staff and the Ministry. There are ten lessons in this pack of varieties of ten different courses. For students who want to know
more about the the teaching style of our courses, or the Personal Development and Ministry division specifically, this package is the perfect investment. Starting to write songs can be an intimidating and difficult prospect. Many writers don't even consider writing songs. However, music is an integral component of worship
and it was all through biblical history and church. Believers should not be discouraged by the music industry – it only takes time, hard work, and some knowledge to succeed in songwriting, and music has a huge impact on the world and on worship. In this course, Perry Stone shares his personal experiences in the music
industry and gives practical advice on how and what to write and how to get songs more effectively in the right hands. Learn about copyright laws and chords, working with recording artists and sound engineers, and the importance of music in worship and the kingdom of God. Perry Stone has a familiar history in the
music industry, and with years of success and connections within the industry, he can help equip for success as well. Getting started on this course, teacher, author and pastor Tony Scott will take you on a fascinating journey to help you better understand the kingdom of God. Being a Christian is much more than
belonging to a church and singing cult songs. We are part of a kingdom, a real kingdom that has a king, subjects, authorities, power, laws and government. By better understanding how the Kingdom of God works, you will understand more fully yourself, your vocation, and your purpose on this earth. Tony Scott is an
excellent teacher with the heart of a shepherd and an incredible insight into the subject of the kingdom's life. How to start This course, taught by ministry professionals with years of experience in healthy and successful churches, is designed to give church leaders and church members the tools to maximize the potential
of their church. Led by Dr Bryan Cutshall and experts in support fields, this course covers a variety of topics including Connect Systems, church media, outreach culture, and staff leadership development. Instructors not only give an idea of their achievements and failures throughout long careers, but also specific and
practical instructions on what practices help churches succeed biblically, financially and spiritually. How to start this basic theology course taught by Dr. James DuPree offers an in-depth look at the terms and ideas that every Word student should know about theology. Dr. DuPree analyses the study of the theology itself
and how it has evolved, the historical context of the church's various doctrines, the difference between some large schools in and of course biblical evidence and support for all discussed positions. For any aspiring Bible academic or especially ISOW students new to the ideas presented in a serious theological study, this
is one of a and worth course filled with dozens of references and external sources, terminology and Bible passages that confirm or deny commonly held beliefs. Getting started by Dr. Michael Knight is an enthusiastic communicator, Christian apologist and archaeological researcher. The word apologetic means an
argument or defense in justifying something. Christian apologists use science, history or other evidence to support the validity of the Bible and Christian beliefs. In this course, you will be presented with amazing images and a thorough investigation. You will visit archaeological sites, read from ancient scrolls and
testimonial artifacts that were found in excavations of ancient biblical cities. The information in these submissions have been used to persuade strong atheist to change his mind and put his faith in Jesus Christ. The undeniable evidence presented by Dr. Knight is profound, extremely interesting and deeply spiritual. How
did we begin How did we get to the collection of 66 Bible books we now have and consider canon? Can we trust that these books legitimately belong among everyone else? What does it mean that scriptures are inspired? What were believers doing before they had a canon? What are some books that were almost
canonized, and why weren't they? Issues like these and many more will be explored in detail in this richly theological and historical course. Dr. Michael Knight is an expert Christian apologist, archaeological researcher and Student of the Word. Join ISOW and Dr. Knight on a journey through church history and nuanced
doctrine to study and show themselves approved. Starting This course is a study of topics such as evil, Satan, and demons, examining many world opinions and religious beliefs, but focusing on the ultimate authority of the Bible. Instructor Perry Stone tries to answer questions about where demons come from, their
origins, and what the Bible says about their existence and interaction with the world. In this course, you will go through studies of Hebrew and Greek words on evil and a theological exposé on the role of the devil in the Old and New Testament. In addition, Perry Stone gives encouraging and enlightening advice on the
believer's authority in spiritual matters and how believers should interact with the spiritual world. How to Start Dr Bryan Cutshall Study Angels Exhibition is as vivid and rich a study as you will find on this subject. In this course, Dr. Cutshall examines all mentions of angels in the Scriptures in an attempt to dissect their
nature and separate doctrinal truths from pop culture. The Lord's angelic host is an enigma for humanity, but this academic study may help explain the descriptions of angels, how and why they appear in visions dreams, what interacting in person could be like, and how God uses them for a variety of purposes in the Bible.
Achieve Achieve 1 Corinthians 12:1: Now as far as spiritual gifts, brothers, I don't want you to be ignorant. The first statement in this chapter should be enough to entice us to learn about spiritual gifts. This is one of the most exhaustive teachings ever presented on this subject. Perry Stone captivated a live audience for
several days while teaching this course. The reviews were surprising, as many heard this topic explained in more detail and simplicity than ever before. You should leave this course with a thorough knowledge of the gifts of the Holy Spirit and how they operate in the church and the lives of believers. Starting the New
Testament is essentially characterized by Jesus: The Gospels provide narratives of Jesus' life, death and resurrection; pauline epistles and later books instruct the Christian Church; and some of the later books, such as Revelation, provide information and instructions on the second coming of Christ. The contemporary
Christian Church relies heavily on the New Testament for orientation, doctrine and exhortation. How to begin the Old Testament Survey Overview of the Old Testament in a fourteen-read segment. This course will cover the Pentateuch, the historical books, the prophetic account of history and the people of Israel's
obedience and disobedience, poetic literature and wisdom, the prophets greater and lesser, and how each of them contains wisdom that can be applied to everyday life. The Old Testament Survey details the above of God's fulfillment through Christ in a historical and tangible form. How to start this course will give you
insights into eternity. We will cover almost every scripture in the Bible about heaven and hell in this study. You will walk through the dark and fierce chambers of hell as we explore the various religious views of hell. You will also walk the golden streets, visit with angels and worship around the throne of God as we see
revealing ideas about what life in heaven will really be like. Heaven is a real kingdom, with a king and a capital, New Jerusalem. The universe is the territory of the kingdom where saints and angels will coexist. How to get started in this course, instructor Perry Stone examines the entire scripture in order to understand the
person of the Holy Spirit, attributes, function, ministry, and part in the Godhead. The Holy Spirit appears in various ways in the Bible, and the symbolism used to describe it includes wind, fire, pigeons, sounds, languages, miraculous power, and more. This course delves deeply into all these representations and gives a
theological account of what they all mean. How to start This course covers the Rapture from various angles and examines what a number of scriptures have to say about escatology. Follow Perry Stone as he delves in in everything he and other scholars can learn about the Rapture, including the terroir necessary for the
Rapture to occur, the logistics of how and when it can occur, what the Prophets of the Old Testament and the Apostles of the New Testament had to say about it, the Book of Memory and how it relates to the Rapture, and which exactly will be involved in the event. Get ready to learn about this topic in more depth than
you've ever had! How to start the International School of the Word offers a wide variety of teacher courses with diverse backgrounds and skills. This course gives students the opportunity to explore some of our favorite lessons from the theology division. There are ten lessons in this pack of varieties of nine different
courses. For students who want to know more about the school, the teaching style of our courses, or the theology division in particular, this package is the perfect investment. How to Start This Study is based on one of the letters Apostle Paul wrote while in prison - the book of Ephesians. Paul, while in prison, is said to
have been literally chain-bound to a Roman soldier. His thoughts on ephesians about God's armor were based on what he saw of the Roman soldier's armor, and he compared the armor that Christians must equip with that armor. This book elucidates why God's armor is crucial to Christian life, and what it takes to Put on
all of God's armor, which you may be able to set against the wiles of the devil (Ephesians 6:11). Starting the Bible has a lot to say about worship in its different shapes, levels and vehicles. Worship is vital to the spiritual health of any Christian, so it is so important to have a deep understanding of what it is and how to
implement it. In this course, powerful cult leaders like Lindell Cooley, Judy Jacobs and Jimmy Phillips help students acquire a deeper understanding of worship. Starting This is a powerful and practical teaching intended to empower and embody believers to have faith and trust in God for their healing and healing of loved
ones. In this course, Dr. Tommy Combs teaches him to take authority over the disease, the steps of being cured, how healing works in the Scriptures, and the things that believers often do to prevent proper healing. By examinationing the passages of the Scriptures, Dr. Combs will detail how and why the disease entered
the world, how and why certain miracles occur in the Bible, how healing differs from the Old Testament to the New Testament, and much more. Starting This course will take you through a quick review of God's teaching armor and then go much further into detail about the Roman Empire, Roman war strategy and
techniques used in the fight against battles at this time. Sets, settings and are developed in this course. You will learn about spiritual warfare while surrounded by armor, carts, weaponry, shields and authentic antiquities. The passages of war in Ephesians will be and will come to life in your spirit on this teaching canvas
of sight, sound and life-size accessories. You will draw knowledge about fighting spiritual battles, which will allow you and others to live with victory. How to start this course will take you through the history of the Bible. You will know inspired texts and ancient writings such as the apocryphal. You will learn the law of
interpretation as well as how the Bible was supernaturally preserved by God. Best of all, Perry Stone will teach you methods to study the Bible that will help you grow on your daily walk with God. After taking this course, you will never be able to look at the sacred text of the Bible in the same way again. Get Started Join
David Barton, founder and president of the WallBuilders organization, while immersing himself in the historical and contemporary effects the Bible has had on culture, especially in the United States. Judeo-Christian values and the study of the Scriptures formed the concepts on which our government structure was built,
and it is important that we remember it. In this course, David Barton details the legacies of the Geneva Bibles and King James, the history of the Scriptures in public education, the role of the Bible in racial equality movements, the influence of the Bible on the U.S. Constitution, and more. Starting Islam is hugely influential
in today's world, with hundreds of millions of Muslims around the world. Because Islam is often associated with violent terror attacks, totalitarian regimes and brutal customs, it is easy for believers to fear Muslims. Although the concern is not unfounded, Christians should not be happy to merely cower in fear of Islam and
its adherents. Knowledge is a powerful tool and weapon, and knowing what Islam actually teaches can help Christians understand and reach out to Muslims. Join instructor Sam Daniels, a former Muslim, as he details the greatest theological principles of Islam, contradictions in the Koran, questions muslims cannot
answer, and ways to reach Muslims. How to start the International School of the Word offers a wide variety of teacher courses with diverse backgrounds and skills. This course gives students the opportunity to explore some of our favorite lessons from each division. There are ten lessons in this pack of varieties of ten
different courses. For students who want to know more about school or instructor teaching style, this package is the perfect investment. How to start lifelong ministers and pastors talk about the importance of Christians living lives focused on missions and evangelism. Mission work is not reserved for the traveling
evangelist or missionary abroad, that is required of all followers of Christ – even everyday Christian with a full-time occupation. As Christians, we are called to a lifestyle of missions and evangelism, and the powerful communicators in this explain how to do it. Start Jesus, at the beginning of his ministry, said: Repentant,
because the kingdom of heaven is at hand (Matthew 3:2). When he says he's at hand, what he means is that he's here now, in the present. It's not just a prophetic concept for the future or the afterlife, but something believers are a part of already. In this course, Dr. Pat Robertson details how we belong in this kingdom of
heaven while we are here on earth and what it looks like for our daily lives. How to Start This study breaks down the ancient Israeli tabernacle and analyzes how objects under the tabernacle roof carry theological, symbolic and moral implications that can be applied to today's Christian life. For example, a typical activity in
the old Tabernacle was the burning of incense, which can be compared to what God experiences when we pray in his name (Hebrews 13:15). The Tabernacle has many lessons and exhortations that contemporary Christians can apply to their personal spiritual journeys. How to start the International School of the Word
offers a wide variety of teacher courses with diverse backgrounds and skills. This course offers students the opportunity to explore some of our favorite lessons from the Current Studies division. There are ten lessons in this pack of varieties of nine different courses. For students who want to know more about the school,
the teaching style of our courses, or the Current Studies division in particular, this package is the perfect investment. How to start One of the most pressing issues contemporary Christian culture faces is figuring out how to think, respond to and love groups of Arab and Islamic people. Matthew 5:44 tells to Love your
enemies and pray for those who haunt you. True love is rooted in understanding. So, learn more about how Islam works and what Muslims believe will put Christians in an improved position to love people who are very different from themselves. This course is facilitated by an individual who grew up in a Muslim
household, but converted to Christianity as an adult after a near-dead supernatural experience. How to start after the book of Acts, we hear almost nothing about the 12 disciples in the New Testament. In this course, we follow the route of the 12 disciples until his death. This is an in-depth study through church history
research and Jewish history archives. Through this course, you will see how these faithful disciples were used to father the Christian movement that is now around the world. You can even trace your own spiritual heritage to one of the disciples. Introduction
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